
JOHN YOO MU ST GO... JOHN YOO MU ST GO... 

CONDI TOO!CONDI TOO!
Academia: A Last Refuge for  War Criminals

This week, Condoleezza Rice 
returned  to  academia, 
following  in  Berkeley's 
Torture Professor John Yoo's 
footsteps.  After  authorizing, 
codifying,  and  accelerating 
the  most  egregious  assaults 
on  human  lives  during  our 
time—war,  murder,  torture, 
secret  rendition,  arbitrary 
indefinite  detention, 
surveillance,  and  the 
destruction  of  the  global 
environment,  Condi  has 
returned to Stanford to seek 
"cover"  and  protection 
among peers for her flagrant 
violations  of  professional 
ethics  and  reasonable 
academic standards. Will we 
as students allow Condi and 
Yoo's  illegitimately 

implemented ideologies—ideas that have become the material realities 
whose deadly effects continue to have serious consequences for the entire 
earth—be legitimized by polite academic discourse and scholarly debate? 
It is on the students to answer this challenge and not remain silent and 
complicit  in  sharing  common  ground  with  war  criminals  in  our 
classrooms and on our campuses. The future of humanity depends on it.

SI LEN CE  + TORTU RE  = CO MP LICI TYSI LEN CE  + TORTU RE  = CO MP LICI TY

Linda Rigas, student of Consciousness and Resistance
JD Candidate, New England School of Law, Boston, Massachusetts

Member of FireJohnYoo.org, Legal Intern, Physicians for Human Rights

THE WORLD CAN'T WAIT - FIRE JOHN YOO!
www.FireJohnYoo.org
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